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Population dynamics result from the interplay of density-independent and density-dependent processes.

Understanding this interplay is important, especially for being able to predict near-term population

trajectories for management. In recent years, the study of model systems—experimental, observational and

theoretical—has shed considerable light on the way that the both density-dependent and -independent

aspects of the environment affect population dynamics via impacting on the organism’s life history and

therefore demography. These model-based approaches suggest that (i) individuals in different states differ

in their demographic performance, (ii) these differences generate structure that can fluctuate

independently of current total population size and so can influence the dynamics in important ways,

(iii) individuals are strongly affected by both current and past environments, even when the past

environments may be in previous generations and (iv) dynamics are typically complex and transient due to

environmental noise perturbing complex population structures. For understanding population dynamics

of any given system, we suggest that ‘the devil is in the detail’. Experimental dissection of empirical systems

is providing important insights into the details of the drivers of demographic responses and therefore

dynamics and should also stimulate theory that incorporates relevant biological mechanism.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The world is undergoing a potentially ‘deadly anthro-

pogenic cocktail’ (Travis 2003) of habitat destruction and

climate change. Habitat destruction is realized by both a

reduction in the total amount of habitat available for

organisms to inhabit, and also its spatial distribution, with

habitat often becoming fragmented into small, isolated

patches. Climate change, driven by greenhouse gas

emissions, is resulting in shifts of ‘climate envelopes’ as

the mean climate changes, but will also result in changes in

the variance in climatic conditions (at differing temporal

scales: daily, annual, decadal) and the frequency of

extreme climatic events (IPCC 2002).

Given this changing world, how can we predict how

populations may respond? The vast majority of population

dynamic analyses focus on using time-series methods to

analyse population abundances. Using phenomenological

statistical models, such as simple auto-regressive models

fitted to time-series data, to predict future dynamics may

not work for three reasons. Firstly, the combination of

global warming, changes in greenhouse gases and habitat

change is unique so the future is unprecedented in

environmental novelty. Predicting out of the domain of

the data is widely seen as unwise (e.g. Anon 2004; Rice

2004). Secondly, threshold effects abound in nonlinear

systems and biological systems are typically nonlinear

(Hastings et al. 2005). We cannot therefore expect that
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species that have responded in a certain way to

incremental changes in habitat fragmentation or climate

will continue to respond in the same way to future

changes. Thirdly, estimating population parameters typi-

cally means ignoring inter-individual differences and, we

are increasingly realizing, these demographic performance

heterogeneities between individuals, or groups of individ-

uals, can have considerable dynamical consequences

(Coulson et al. 2001; Benton et al. 2004).

To predict how species may respond to a changing

environment requires understanding the mechanisms by

which the environment (its mean and variability) create

the changes in the population dynamics (Sutherland &

Norris 2002). Environmental effects on population

dynamics are mediated through changing demographic

rates as different environments lead to changes in the life

history (survival, fecundity, etc.), which directly affect

population size. Hence, identifying, and understanding,

variation in demography between individuals is necessary

to understand the way that environments will impact on

dynamics: heterogeneity between individuals carries key

information that should not be discarded in favour of

finding a population average parameter. Our aim in this

review is to examine the empirical evidence for differences

between individuals, the biological mechanisms that give

rise to the differences and the consequences such differ-

ences have for population dynamics. We end with some

discussion of the implications that individual differences

have in creating complex causation driving population

dynamics. Our intention is not to review ‘how to model
q 2006 The Royal Society
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population dynamics’ (for that, see de Roos & Persson

2005), but to pull together the evidence for the importance

of individual variability in understanding dynamics.
2. INDIVIDUAL VARIATION: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
AND CAUSATION
Much of our understanding of the mapping of the

environment to population dynamics through demography

has arisen from the study of empirical model systems (of

which there is a continuumranging fromlaboratory systems,

like Drosophila, Callosobruchus, Sancassania1 to systems

studied in depth in the field, like Soay sheep or red deer).

A common finding is thatpopulationsare often structured in

non-obvious ways (e.g. the detail of the structure within a

stage class such as ‘juveniles’ affects the population response

to perturbations). A second finding is that life histories are

often plastic as different environments alter both the way

that traits are expressed and the covariation between traits,

which may be direct (e.g. between current growth and

survival) or delayed (e.g. between current growth and future

fecundity). Thus, an individual’s response to a given

environment depends on both the current environment

and the past environment. The corollary of this is that we

should expect that there are complex patterns of change in

the life history as the environment (including population

density) changes, making density-dependent processes

more complex than often assumed. A third finding is that

evolution is both common and rapid.

(a) Life cycles imply population structure

The biggest cause of heterogeneity between individuals

occurs due to differences between them in their stage or

age, and the importance of this for population biology has

been recognized for sometime (e.g. matrix population

models; Caswell 2001).

Population structure is important for two principal and

related reasons: (i) the life cycle takes time to complete

and (ii) different ages or stages may be affected differently

by an environmental effect. This creates lagged-effects in

the dynamics as the numerical response to the environ-

mental states works its way through the life cycle (Coulson

et al. 2001; Clutton-Brock & Coulson 2002). For example,

experiments on soil mites Sancassania berlesei show that

the same environmental state, food supply in this case, can

lead to different population trajectories depending on

the population structure rather than density (Benton &

Beckerman 2005): adults respond to food by increasing

fecundity, juveniles by growing, so adult-biased popu-

lations grow faster following a food pulse than juvenile-

biased populations. Even experiments using a rotifer

model system, chosen for its apparent simplicity, have

shown that incorporating the age structure of the rotifer in

mathematical models is necessary to match their output to

empirical results (Fussman et al. 2005). Similarly, a

mismatch of model predictions and observed dynamics

in the responses of mites to perturbations was ascribed to

not incorporating sufficient structure in the ‘juvenile’ stage

(Benton et al. 2004).

(b) Plasticity, trade-offs and inter-generational

effects

Organisms typically exhibit phenotypic plasticity, where

the phenotype varies in response to the environment.
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Plasticity is probably ubiquitous though the traits affected

will vary between organisms. For example, in non-

seasonally forced environments individual growth rates

may vary proportionately with food availability resulting in

plasticity in age at maturity. However, in seasonally forced

environments, the costs of not being a given size at a given

time may require that growth rates vary out of proportion

to food availability by changing the relative proportions of

food ‘spent’ on growth versus ‘reserves’ leading to the

accelerated or compensatory growth shown by many

organisms following periods of food deprivation (Metcalfe

& Monaghan 2001; Ali et al. 2003; Dmitriew & Rowe

2005). Such organisms may have fixed size or age at

maturity but the plasticity in resource allocation strategies

results in later plasticity in other traits like reproduction or

senescence (Metcalfe & Monaghan 2001; Bateson et al.

2004; Forsen et al. 2004; Ozanne & Hales 2004; Yearsley

et al. 2004).

In general, changes in demographic rates are unlikely to

be independent of each other. When resources are

common, increased investment in many different traits

may be possible, with traits positively covarying; when

resources are rare the linkage of life-history traits through

the presence of trade-offs (e.g. between current traits like

growth versus reproduction or traits linked across time like

fecundity versus future survival) means that traits may

covary negatively. As resources vary across time and space,

and individuals’ abilities to access resources also varies, it

is likely that even in food-limited populations where trade-

offs may create negative trait covariation, there will be

some individuals with more resources and positive trait

covariation.

The way that traits covary means that individuals that

experience common environmental conditions can carry

the signature of those conditions throughout life. This is

especially true of exposure to early environments, which

can lead to marked differences in the life histories of

cohorts of organisms born at different times (Lindstrom

1999; Beckerman et al. 2002; Reid et al. 2003; Bateson

et al. 2004; Loison et al. 2004; Solberg et al. 2004).

Organisms living in a variable environment may face

radically different availability of resources over time

(whether the resource is limited by abiotic conditions

such as the weather or biotic interactions like density-

dependent competitive processes). The resource allo-

cation decisions that may have evolved are likely to lead

to different relationships between life-history traits or

demographic rates depending on conditions (Plaistow

et al. 2006). For example, hatchling soil mites trade-off

different components in different environments. Under

low food conditions, hatchlings from large eggs ‘defend’

survival at the expense of growth, under high food

conditions they defend fecundity, presumably by investing

in reserves, at the expense of growth, and in medium food

conditions they grow fast. Thus, the size of eggs

individuals hatch from correlates with different traits

depending on resources (figure 1). Similar context-

dependent trade-offs between traits has been identified

recently in other model systems such as the seed beetle

Callsobruchus maculatus (Messina & Fry 2003) and

woodlouse, Porcellio laevis (Lardies et al. 2004).

One particularly important context-dependent trade-

off is the parental provisioning of offspring, as this can link

the environments experienced by past generations to the
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Figure 1. Context-dependent life-history variation. Factor plots for a factor analysis of six life-history traits for soil mites living in
environments characterized by high and low food availability. The angle between vectors reflects the correlations between the
traits (less than 908, positive correlations; greater than 908, negative correlations; 908, no correlation). Under low food
conditions, the size of the egg an individual hatches from (egg length) is strongly positively correlated with survival to adulthood
(recruitment) and age at maturity, negatively with size at maturity but uncorrelated with adult survival (survival) or fecundity.
Conversely, under high food conditions, egg size is strongly correlated with fecundity and adult survival and not with juvenile
survival to recruitment or size and age at maturity. Figure after fig. 4 in Plaistow et al. (2006).
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current generation. Parental reproductive allocation

strategies can vary markedly over time as resources and

other dependent variables change (such as age). Fre-

quently this means that both the number of offspring

change with conditions, and also the per capita investment

in each one (Bridges & Heppell 1996; Fox et al. 1997;

Kruuk et al. 1999; Potti 1999; Fox & Czesak 2000;

LaMontagne & McCauley 2001; Lardies et al. 2004;

Benton et al. 2005). In recent years, studies of model

systems have frequently shown that patterns of maternal

investment—as with conditions during early development

of the offspring—have a marked effect on the later life

history of the offspring (Mousseau & Fox 1998; Potti

1999; Fox et al. 2003; Alekseev & Lampert 2004; Bateson

et al. 2004; Dyer 2004; Lardies et al. 2004; Meylan et al.

2004; Gendreau et al. 2005; Stillwell & Fox 2005). These

patterns may typically be driven by changes in the position

on trade-offs created by the initial investment in the

offspring, and, as a result change the way that the

organism responds to its current environment. It has

recently been experimentally shown that changes in

propagule size influence growth rates and therefore size

and age at reproduction of the offspring, which sub-

sequently affect the offsprings’ reproductive allocation

decisions (LaMontagne & McCauley 2001; Plaistow et al.

2006). This linking of the size of propagule an individual

hatches from with the size of propagule the individual then

produces creates inter-generational effects that can still be

detected even after three generations (Plaistow et al.

2006).

(c) Evolution in empirical systems

Many empirical systems have exhibited rapid evolutionary

responses to experimental conditions (Scheiner & Yam-

polsky 1998; Shertzer & Ellner 2002; Friedenberg 2003;

Heath et al. 2003; Houle & Rowe 2003; Prasad et al. 2003;

Conover et al. 2005; Fussman et al. 2005; Mueller et al.

2005; Tuda & Shimada 2005) and, perhaps more rarely,

field-based systems have shown evolutionary responses

(Coulson et al. 2003; Reale et al. 2003; Olsen et al. 2004;

Simmons & Thomas 2004). Such rapid or ‘contemporary’

evolution (Stockwell et al. 2003) has considerable

implications for predicting population dynamics as the
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
mean parameters in population models may therefore

change in response to changing environments both due to

plasticity and a response to selection. The possibility of

contemporary evolution in management thinking is there-

fore important (Law 2000; Ashley et al. 2003; Conover

et al. 2005).
3. THE DYNAMICAL CONSEQUENCES OF
INDIVIDUAL HETEROGENEITIES
(a) Population structure per se

Structured population models (e.g. matrix population

models; Caswell 2001) have long been a route to link

information on life-history traits, through demographic

rates, to population consequences. At their simplest, they

relate the demographic rates (i.e. age- or stage-structured

parameters) to asymptotic population growth rate, l. For

example, sensitivity analyses relate independent changes

in each parameter to their effect on l (Caswell 2001). Life

table response experiments consider the change in

demographic rates caused by some, typically experimen-

tal, manipulation and how these affect the population

growth rate, l (Caswell 1989, 2001). Such analyses have

largely been conducted in laboratories, especially in

ecotoxicology (e.g. Hansen et al. 1999) but can also be

applied to field populations (e.g. Dobson & Oli 2001).

These matrix approaches are, however, sensitive to the

assumptions of population structure in terms of the

dimension of the projection matrix (Enright et al. 1995;

De Matos & Matos 1998; Easterling et al. 2000; Yearsley &

Fletcher 2002). In addition, as a typical empirical finding

is that traits covary, simple sensitivity analysis of l

(Caswell 2001), where traits are assumed to vary

independently, may be a poor basis for estimating the

links between demography and dynamics (Coulson et al.

2005). The problem of discretizing continuous variation

into a small number of stage classes is avoided within the

integral projection matrix framework (Easterling et al.

2000; Ellner & Ress 2006), or the equivalent integro-

physiologically structured models (Diekmann et al. 1998,

2001), which allow ‘stages’ to be effectively composed of

individuals.
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Population structure directly influences population

dynamics because of the time it takes for the organisms

to complete the life cycle. This is important as different

stages may respond to perturbations in different ways, but

also because time lags may generally destabilize dynamics.

For example, generation cycles, created by asymmetric

cohort competition, occur in many well-studied labora-

tory organisms (Knell 1998; Briggs et al. 2000; Wearing

et al. 2004; Costantino et al. 2005).
(b) Individual heterogeneities

Thinking about population dynamics has typically con-

centrated on population average demographic rates.

Increasingly, there is realization that variation between

individuals is both common and dynamically important

(e.g. Pfister & Stevens 2003; de Roos & Persson 2005).

Depending on the details of the density dependence,

cohort variation can lead to increased variability in the

population dynamics or decreased variability in the

dynamics (Lindstrom & Kokko 2002; Beckerman et al.

2003). Plasticity in the time to reach maturity or longevity

can lead to biologically important dynamical lags being

context-dependent rather than of a fixed time-step (e.g.

age at maturity is density dependent in mites, so in a

discrete model the lag between fecundity and adult

numbers is not fixed; Benton & Beckerman 2005; Benton

et al. 2005). Such plasticity in the dynamical lags means

that population structure varies with time as cohorts of

individuals may progress through their life history in

unison or diverge depending on conditions. Also, the way

individuals respond to a particular environmental state

(such as food supply) may depend on the current

environment (including density) and their ‘condition’,

itself a function of previous environments. Population

regulation therefore becomes very complex as different

traits will be affected by competition at different times and

at different densities (both within and between age classes)

and under different conditions (Dobson & Oli 2001;

Clutton-Brock & Coulson 2002; Benton et al. 2004), and

indirect effects may be common as stages which are

reduced in density may lead to compensatory increases in

the density of other stages (Moe et al. 2002; Cameron &

Benton 2004). Additionally, we also expect that traits such

as dispersal will typically be condition dependent so that

dispersal rates will be context-dependent with the

inevitable population consequences this leads to (Bowler

& Benton 2005).
(c) Inter-generational effects

The influence of maternal effects on population dynamics,

especially of cyclic species, has been much discussed and

biological information has been used to parameterize

models to investigate the effect (Bridges & Heppell 1996;

Crone 1997; Turchin & Hanski 2001; Kendall et al. 2005).

Linking from the biology of maternal effects directly to

population dynamics has been attempted by looking for

signatures of past conditions in animals in the field—

typically without success (Myers et al. 1998; Ergon et al.

2001a,b; Banks & Powell 2004). Recently, using the soil

mite experimental system, Benton et al. (2005) show that

populations initiated with eggs of different sizes showed

markedly different population trajectories, confirming that

maternal effects can be dynamically important.
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
4. CONSEQUENCES OF INDIVIDUAL VARIATION
FOR THEORY AND ANALYSIS
In the natural world, chance events (amount of food,

weather, etc.) interact with more deterministic biological

rules to generate the emergent behaviour of population

dynamics. Thus, understanding any population time-

series requires incorporating environmental variation

into the population biology and coping with the inherent

structure created by the lags as individuals progress

through the life cycle (Costantino et al. 2005; Hastings

et al. 2005). Even very simple nonlinear, equilibrium,

population models can exhibit highly complex dynamics

when exposed to stochastic forcing.

(a) Time-series analysis

Understanding the role of the life history in population

dynamics requires estimating the contributions of indi-

vidual heterogeneities (both within and between ages or

stages), environmental variance and density dependence

to population fluctuations. Lande et al. (in press) have

recently shown that within a time-series analytical frame-

work (i) estimating properties such as the environmental

variance without taking into account the lags created by

stage structure can lead to considerable biases and (ii) it is

possible to remove much of the complexity in the age-

structured analysis by analysing temporal patterns in the

population’s total reproductive value rather than the

coupled age-structured time-series (i.e. simplify a multi-

variate analysis into a univariate one). In this way, it is

possible to estimate the environmental variance and

therefore the total strength of density dependence (in

terms of approach speed to equilibrium), and therefore

have the tool available to project forward the population

dynamics.

(b) Similar time-series can arise from different

mechanisms

Typical analyses of population time-series have tried to

extract biological information by fitting models to data.

Recent work, investigating the complexity of the inter-

action between stochasticity and deterministic behaviour

in structured population models, shows biologically

similar models can give rise to different dynamical

behaviour, and conversely, time-series with similar stat-

istical descriptions can arise from very different processes

(Greenman & Benton 2003, 2004, 2005a,b). Greenman &

Benton analyse simple structured, density-dependent

models at equilibrium. With such models, noise can

interact with the density-dependence and have little effect

or can lead to highly complex dynamics. A number of

different factors influence the interaction between noise

and determinism, including (i) the closeness of stability

boundaries in parameter space (where the dynamics

bifurcates from stable to unstable) and their type, (ii) the

structure of the model, which can affect the transmission

of the noise from stage to stage and (iii) the structure of the

environmental noise (e.g. whether it is ‘white’, ‘red’—with

low-frequency fluctuations or ‘blue’—with high-frequency

fluctuations) which can modify the way noise is

transmitted through the structure of the model and

therefore the properties of the dynamics. Finally, the

dynamics of any system depend on the dynamical

attractor. The dynamical behaviour can be complex if

there is the potential for multiple different attractors
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within the same area of parameter space. Noise, even

demographic noise, can cause jumping between different

dynamical attractors. This is most famously illustrated by

the coupled theoretical–empirical studies on Tribolium by

Costantino et al. (2005). The chaotic population dynamics

exhibited by the beetles are mechanistically created by

stochasticity bouncing the system between different

dynamical attractors; such stochastic switching between

attractors can also be seen with less complex, periodic

dynamics (Henson et al. 1999, 2002, 2003; Cushing et al.

2003; King et al. 2004; Costantino et al. 2005) as well as in

disease dynamics (Keeling et al. 2001; Rohani et al. 2002).

But even with stable dynamics, there may exist nearby

unstable dynamical features (such as Arnol’d tongues;

Greenman & Benton 2004) which can, under noise, create

intermittent and complex patterns in the dynamics.

Simple structured models therefore show that, in

fluctuating environments, fluctuations in population size

can be complex and different combinations of environ-

mental noise and model structure can give rise to similar

patterns (or vice versa). It may then be difficult to infer

either biological model structure or the structure of the

environmental driver from examination of the time-series

generated by the structured models (Greenman & Benton

2005a,b). For example, a low-frequency (red) component

in the dynamics (from which one might be tempted to

infer a multi-year trend in an environment; Bjørnstad et al.

1999) could also be due to (i) ‘red’ environmental noise

affecting a stable system far from the stability boundaries,

(ii) blue, white or red noise affecting a system which is

close to a red or ‘extinction’ boundary of the stability area

and (iii) blue, white or red noise exciting a system close to

a stability boundary but being filtered through the model

structure to appear as though the system is near the red

boundary. Similarly, the correlations in fluctuations

between stages in the model (e.g. age classes) or

populations (in a trophic model) can take on any value

depending on details of the noise colour and the model

structure. In principle, two spatially separate populations

could be excited by different regimes of noise into the

same patterns of dynamics, leading to population

synchrony, or the same noise could lead to very different

dynamics (depending on which stability boundary the

deterministic attractors lie closest too) and no synchrony.

Thus, finding dynamics in synchrony and correlated with

a proposed environmental driver cannot necessarily allow

strong inference that the driver is actually driving either

the dynamics or the synchrony, or conversely finding

dynamics out of synchrony or uncorrelated with a putative

environmental driver does not necessarily mean the driver

is unimportant (Lundberg et al. 2002; Laakso et al. 2003;

Scott & Grant 2004; Royama 2005).
(c) Evolutionary models

Given the possibility that parameters will vary over time

through selection (as well as plastic responses to the

environment and density) there is the potential for

evolutionary–ecological feedback. This is an area that

requires the development of new theory as, typically,

evolutionary modelling assumes a separation of time-

scales for ecological and evolutionary dynamics (Geritz

et al. 1998).
Proc. R. Soc. B (2006)
5. DISCUSSION
Population dynamics arise from the sum of all individuals’

responses to the environment, which, in turn are often

contingent upon the individuals’ previous environments.

For a number of empirical systems, we are beginning to

understand the biological mechanisms that link the

environment to population dynamics, understanding

often gained from coupled empirical experimentation

and development of theory. What conclusions can we

draw from this developing body of work?

Firstly, the biological mechanisms linking environ-

ment, through the life history, to the dynamics is complex.

We will never be able to experimentally dissect the

inherent complexity for any arbitrary species that we

want to predict the dynamics for. However, just as

behavioural ecology has been remarkably successful in

understanding the adaptive rules by which organisms

make ‘decisions’, empirical demographic studies are

supporting the expectation that apparently complex

demography may be underlain by a few simple rules,

exemplified by trade-offs. Detailed understanding of a few

model systems is suggesting both phenomena in common

(e.g. the influence of past environments on current

performance) and mechanisms that make sense of them

(e.g. resource allocation trade-offs). Thus, commonality

across well-studied systems will contribute to a general

understanding of the likely mechanisms underlying the

demographic responses to the environment that will be

important for any poorly known species.

Secondly, there is, rightly, a desire to make ecological

models as general as possible by making them simple. As

discussed earlier, even simple models can give complex

outputs in a variable world, so their utility in predicting

future dynamics or being applied to any specific system

may be limited. Given the current gap between theory and

empirical results (Kareiva 1989; Holyoak & Lawler 2005),

there is perhaps an imperative to ensure that models

incorporate mechanism rather than just describe phenom-

ena, and that they contain the necessary detail to model

the dynamics rather than the maximum sufficient detail to

have a tractable model. This in turn raises issues as to the

definition of ‘necessary’. There is a temptation to consider

a model as capturing the ‘correct’ mechanism generating

the dynamics if the model predicts dynamics that are

similar to (or even not significantly different from) the

observations. However, given multiple causative routes to

similar dynamics, a ‘well-fitting’ model may not be a useful

predictive tool if the biological mechanism is mis-

specified. Commonality of mechanisms identified from

detailed empirical studies can help guide and motivate

thinking about the biological processes for more poorly

studied systems.

Thirdly, the empirical results show that the details

underlying population dynamical responses to a fluctuat-

ing environment that is changing in both its mean quality

(due to anthropogenic causes: habitat loss, fragmentation,

degradation, biological invasions, climate change, etc.)

and patterns of fluctuation will be complex. Therefore,

extracting mean demographic parameters using simple

statistical modelling of time-series may provide some

insight, but is unlikely to lead to full understanding as

many of the determinants of individual performance

are linked in complex ways to past environments. This

may not always be the case (Hallett et al. 2004), but
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low-powered statistical approaches fitting few parameters

are perhaps more likely to not properly encompass the

biological mechanism rather than to capture it properly.

Techniques are available that allow the statistical fitting

of complex models to data (for example, composite

likelihood fitting methods; A. A. King, P. Rohani,

S. Lele & M. Pascual 2005, personal communication).

So, in analogy to normal procedures for fitting generalized

linear models, consideration should be made to fitting a

full model and simplifying to a minimal adequate model

rather than fitting an initial simple model.

Recent empirical and theoretical work suggests that

details matter—in terms of the model structure, the way

that density dependence operates the amount of inter-

individual heterogeneity, the variable lags created by

delayed life history and inter-generational effects and the

differential susceptibilities and responses of different

individuals to environmental variability. With the potential

of evolutionary responses to the rapid environmental

changes affecting the world, then we should think in terms

of the world being dominated by transient effects (at

different temporal scales) rather than being more of a

(noisy) equilibrium world (Fox & Gurevitch 2000;

Stephens et al. 2002; King et al. 2004; Lande et al.

in press). The consequence of this complexity is that to

understand the effects of changes in the environment,

where the system will not be at equilibrium, one needs to

incorporate some mechanistic details into the model (i.e.

move beyond purely numerical response models and

incorporate numbers and states). This is possible within an

analytical framework (de Roos & Persson 2005) but may

result in an individual-based simulation model even at the

expense of analytical tractability (Stephens et al. 2002).

Empirical dissection of model systems is showing the

complexity of causation of population dynamics, but it is

also indicating general mechanisms which map the

environment, through the life history, to the dynamics.

The traditional approach—that empirical work tests

existing theory—underplays the role of empirical work in

setting the agenda for the development of theory (Schmitz

2001). There is a real need to develop models than can

predict population dynamics in a changing world. The

complexity of causation in population dynamics that is

being identified in empirical work, along with the insights

from theory that different mechanisms can give rise to

dynamics with similar characteristics, should provide a

challenge to develop modelling approaches that can

incorporate sufficiently detailed mechanism.
ENDNOTE

1See Advances in Ecological Research, vol. 37 (2005) for recent reviews

of several laboratory systems.
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